No.F.1 (430)/CC-II/ DSSSB/2020/3565-3578

Dated:-21/ 10/2021

CANDIDATURE CANCELLATION NOTICE No.:-1291
LOWER DIVISION CLERK (Post Code 5V13)
IN MUNICIPAL CORPORATION OF DELHI, GNCT OF DELHI

Attention is drawn to the Notice No. 1054 dated 23/09/2020 vide which the normalized
marks of candidates were declared who appeared for the Online Examination held on 24AO/2019,
25AO¢019 and 23„Z/2020 and candidates were shortlisted for appearing in Skill Test, Notice No.
1180 dated 28/06/2021 vide which roll no. of skill test qualified candidates were declared and
shortlisted candidates were informed to fill the e-dossier and up load all the requisite documents
as per requirement of RR and as per requirement of their application form to the post of Lower
Division Clerk in Municipal Corporation of Delhi under Post Code 5143.
2.
Attention is also drawn to the Board's order NO F. 55(277)ysxAM/DSSSB/202]/11953 dated
0540/2021 vide which the Candidate Sh. SANJEEV, having roll No. 12360601123 under post code
5143, DOE: - 14-03-1991, S/o RAMBIR, R/o VILLAGE KILOHARAD POST OFFICE SONIPAT
DISTRICT SONIPAT has been debarred from any examination conductedy to be conducted by
DSSSB for life time w.e.f. 24/1ay2019. Further, candidature of Sh. SANJEEV will be deemed
cancelled if he appeared in any examination conducted by the Board prior to above date.

3.
That vide above-mentioned debarment order dated 05/ 10/ 2021 it has been found/conveyed
to all that Sh. SANJEEV whose details are mentioned in table below, was found indulging in unfair
means, malpractices and criminal activities like Cheating, Impersonation, Forgery, Conspiracy, etc.
during the above said post code exam:-

Sr.
No.

1

Name of
theCandidate,DateofBirthandCategory

Father

Roll No.

name

WrittenExanvskillTest

RAMBIR

SANJEEV

DOB:-

12360601123

VILLAGE

5200001953

KILOHARAD

14-03-1991

POST

Cat:-

SONIPAT

UR

Remarks

Address

OFFICE

Biometric details and photograph of
candidate taken at online CBT
Exam (ioN Digital Zone, iDZ 2,
Sector-62, C-30/7A, Noida Uttar

DISTRICT

pradesh 201309, Shift 1 -24-10-2019)

SONIPAT

and at skill test (Indira Gandhi
Delhi Technical University for
Women, Kashmere Gate, Delhi, 1003-2021) are mismatched.

Thus a case of impersonation.

4.

Further, it is not out of place to mention here that the Candidates appearing in various

examinations being conducted by the DSSSB have repeatedly been warned not to resort to any unfair
means/ malpractices and further, that:
`Any attempt to co'mndt or abet, as the case may be, all or any of the acts such as (i) Impersonating,

and (ii) Procuring impersonation by any person, may in addition to rendering himself;/herself liable to criminal
prosecution, be liable :
a)

To be disqualified by the Board from the examination fior whieh he/she is a candidate as also

from any other examination/selection of the Board in which he/she might have appeared but
the final result/selection has not been declared/made and or
b)

To deba:rred either permanently or for a specified period which may extend to 10 years by the

Boardfromanyexammattonheldorselechonmdebyft:ndor,

c)

To take disciplinary action under appropriate rules if he/she is aiready in service under

d)

To take any other legal action.'

Govermnent and or,

5.
Further, attention is drawn to the following provisions of the "General instruction" for
candidates for the various post codes in online, offline and PET/Skill Test examination.
"If any case Of impersonation corries to notiee then overall inwharge and observer shall lodge FIR

against both persons, i.e., candidate who applied and the impersonator under relevant sections. These

persons shall also be
Board/Commissions.''

6.

debatted

from

appeinng

in

future

exams

Of

DSSSB

and

other

Thus it is clear that the candidate had arranged to have another person taking examination in

place of him. Thus, the candidate and the impersonator have indulged in the fouowing activities
amounting to impersonation:

i.

ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
7.

Appearing in examination for another candidate or arranging to have another person
take an examination for the candidate.
Allowing/Making somebody else to write answers on candidate's behalf during
examination.
Helping or receiving help from other candidates/persons to impersonate.
Signing /getting signed the attendance sheet and other examination documents on
somebody else's behalf either partially or completely.
Providing admit card and Aadhar card (with change of photo) to another person to
enable him to appear on behalf of the candidate.

Further, the candidate has also indulged in the act of FORGERY by altering the identity proof

of candidate, admit card etc. and produced this documents to the examination conducting
functionaries with the intent to defraud, as the documents produced are materiany different from the
records available with the DSSSB.

8.
Therefore, it is evident that the candidate along with impersonator was actively involved
in the crime related to impersonation, cheating, forgery, connivance and conspiracy as specified in
Indian Penal Code.
9.

In view of the above facts and circumstances, the DSSSB has come to the conclusion that,

prima facie, a case of impersonation, cheating, forgery, connivance and conspiracy is made out
against the Candidate.
10.
The DSSSB adheres to ZERO TOLERANCE POLICY TOWARDS ANY MISCONDUCT by
any candidate or any persons. Therefore, in view of the above facts and circumstances, the
candidature of the candidate Sh. SAN]EEV, S/o RAMBIR, R/o VILLAGE KILOHARAD POST
OFFICE SONIPAT DISTRICT SONIPAT having Date of Birth 14-03-1991, bearing roll no.
12360601123 of post code 5143 is hereby cancelled.

This issue with the prior approval of the Competent Authority.

DEPU#CRETARY,DSSSB

